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Have you ever noticed most apps are 
fundamentally the same?

They are mostly combining pre-existing concepts in new ways











Low-level Reuse

‣ web frameworks: Angular, React, Vue, … 

‣ HTTP: Express.js, … 

‣ API: GraphQL, … 

‣ various libraries: bcryptjs, jsonwebtoken, …

what about concept reuse?



Problem

‣ wasted effort (in concept design & impl) 

‣ errors (in concept design & impl)
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Final Projects
App Purpose

Accord Support musical bands in the selection of setlists

ChoreStar Make it easy for parents to assign chores to children
EasyPick 
 Recommend classes to college students
GroceryShip 
 Facilitate peer grocery delivery between students

Lingua Develop language skills by chatting with native speakers

Listify Crowdsource opinion-based rankings of anything
LiveScorecard 
 Provide a live leaderboard for climbing competitions
MapCampus 
 Allow students to plan events on campus
Phoenix 
 Help people discuss mental health and make friends
Potluck 
 Help people plan parties where guests bring supplies
Rendezvous 
 Plan public events on campus
SweetSpots 
 Mark spots on a map and review spots added by others
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Opportunity

‣ concept reuse + simple assembly 

‣ reduce the amount of knowledge & effort 
required to build web apps 

‣ allow end-users to build more sophisticated 
apps themselves



catalog of concepts 

concept composition 
mechanism

web appsTh
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rm ‣ new modularity: concepts


‣ capture and reuse concept design & 
implementation

‣ in HTML, no JS or server-side code

‣ join concept actions for aggregate 

behavior

‣ complex behavior

‣ rich graphical user interfaces

Like

Scoring

create-score show-target

Comment

…
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Purpose: Score items
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Concepts as Modules
Concept: Scoring 
Purpose: Score items

create-score show-target

exports 
components…

Component:

‣ GUI element

‣ reactive I/O properties

‣ server-side action

self-contained, 
reusable increment 

of functionality
motivated by 

end-user 
purpose
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Declarative Sync

submit-post
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create-score

TX

authenticate

user interacts with 
create-post

transaction fails

post not 
created

score not 
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A Sample Déjà Vu App
authentication

post

scoring 
(x2)

comment









Catalog
Concept Purpose
Authentication Verify a user’s identity with a username and password 
Authorization Control access to resources 

Chat 
 Exchange messages in real time 

Comment 
 Share reactions to items 

Event Schedule events 

Follow 
 Receive updates from sources 

Geolocation 
 Locate points of interest 

Group 
 Organize members into groups so that they can be handled in aggregate 

Label 
 Label items so that they can be found later 

Match 
 Connect users after they both agree 

Passkey 
 Verify a user’s identity with a code 

Property 
 Describe an object with properties that have values 
Ranking 
 Rank items 

Rating 
 Crowdsource evaluation of items 

Schedule 
 Find a time to meet 

Scoring 
 Keep track of scores 

Task 
 Keep track of pieces of work to be done 

Transfer 
 Transfer money or items between accounts 
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Building Apps with Déjà Vu

‣ choose, include and configure concepts 

‣ include concept components, sync & bind ids



Platform Implementation
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Evaluation



1. Comparison with Standard Approach
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Déjà Vu

synchronize



Déjà Vu

bind ids



Déjà Vu

Déjà Vu subscribes to run events, runs component handlers, 
aggregates the data client-side and sends request, unpacks the 
request server-side and coordinates the calls to the back-end 
services of each concept so that they happen in a tx if necessary



2. Case Study
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‣ General Purpose Tools
‣ flexible, but libraries often just client- or server-side 
‣ full-stack components typically require server code 

‣ Content Management Systems
‣ plug-ins are full-stack, but composition is ad-hoc 

‣ Low-code Tools
‣ high level, but you have to write most end-user behavior
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Try Déjà Vu:
deja-vu-platform.com

http://deja-vu-platform.com

